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FTC Inquires About PCI DSS

Top Acquirers in the U.S. 2015

The U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has ordered nine
companies that conduct audits of merchants, processors, and
other companies assessing compliance with the Payment Card
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Bancontact/Mister Cash Mobile Payments
The domestic debit card network in Belgium, Bancontact/Mister
Cash, launched a QR-code-based mobile payment application
for iOS, Android, and Windows smartphones in 2014, and at
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Singapore-based Fastacash says that half of the world’s population
use social media networks and messaging apps. Its technology
facilitates person-to-person (P2P) and person-to-merchant
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The Otto Group, Europe’s second largest online retailer, generates
more than $13 billion in annual sales — 50% online. Much of Otto’s
sales are household items and consumer electronics, goods that are
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16%
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B of A

* Entire listing appears
on pages 10-11.
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JetBlue/Barclaycard US Co-Brand Card
Three new MasterCard products from the JetBlue Airways and
Barclaycard US co-brand partnership feature a limited-time
offer of 10,000 or 30,000 bonus points after cardholders spend
> see p. 5

Investments & Acquisitions — February 2016
Turn to page 4 to see a list of 45 mergers, acquisitions, and
corporate financing deals that occurred in February 2016.

Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, Diners
Club, UnionPay, and JCB global brand credit, debit, and
prepaid cards as well as Interlink, Star, Nyce, Pulse, Accel,
and other domestic-only PIN-based debit card transactions
handled by the five largest U.S. owners of portfolios of
merchant card processing contracts totaled 69.71 billion
last year, up 7.7% over 2014. First Data, Vantiv, Chase
Commerce Solutions, Bank of America, and Heartland
ranked as the top five U.S. acquirers in 2015 based on
transactions handled, positions they have held since 2012.
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Social Media Network Mobile Payments
from page 1...

payments over 24 social media
networks and messaging apps
by connecting consumers’ social
media profiles and contact lists to
their banking apps. Fastacash is
live in India, Indonesia, Russia,

Singapore, Vietnam, and the U.K.
Visa Europe has integrated the
Fastacash API with Visa Direct.
Fastacash’s system stores
money transfers and payments to
merchants in a tokenized format.
Recipients receive notification
of a P2P transfer in their social
media messaging application such
as Facebook Messenger, Line,
Twitter, WeChat, and WhatsApp.
A URL in the message launches
the recipient’s mobile banking
application so the money can
be accepted.
Fastacash’s latest partner
is Hungary-based mobile
transactions company Cellum,
which offers banks and telcos
a client-server mobile payment
service. The client is an app on
the consumer’s smartphone.

reassembled and decrypted for
The server is Cellum’s Mobile
just a fraction of a second when a
Next platform, a private cloud
transaction is initiated and sent
environment that communicates
for authorization.
with all operating systems and
Cellum, a PCI DSS Level
SIM-based apps.
1 vendor handles 2 million
Cellum operates
transactions a month for
a mobile payment
customers including MasterCard,
switch that
OTP Bank, PaysBuy, and Erste
routes transactions
Bank. It says it has never
between consumers
experienced fraud in more than 99
who use the mobile
million payment transactions.
wallets it builds for banks
and telcos that
offer those wallets,
The technology creates a cryptoand for merchants
gram from card credentials.
that have signed
payment-acceptance
Fastacash will integrate
agreements with banks and telcos.
Cellum’s wallet, mobile payment
Customers in Indonesia, Thailand,
switch, and secure card data
Austria, Bulgaria, and Hungary
storage capabilities, and offer an
offer Cellum-managed wallets,
end-to-end service on a whitemost of which are white labeled
label basis to existing clients.
with the bank/telco service mark.
Cellum will offer Fastacash
Evercoss, a handset manufacturer
technology to its existing clients.
in Indonesia, will preinstall
a Cellum wallet in 5 million
Gilberto Arredondo is Chief
devices annually.
Commercial Officer at Fastacash
Wallets are supported by
in Singapore, (65) 9086-2508,
technology that creates a
gilberto@fastacash.com,
cryptogram from card credentials,
www.fastacash.com.
then splits it into pieces. Some
Abel Garamhegyi is COO at Cellum
pieces are stored on the mobile
in Budapest, Hungary, 36 (30) 606device, and some on servers
9841, abel.garamhegyi@cellum.
operated by Cellum. They are
com, www.cellum.com.

Risk Ident Fraud Protection
from page 1...

desired by criminals using
stolen credit cards because
they can be resold for cash.
Otto Group created
an internal business unit
in 2012 to address fraud,
which amounted to 1% of sales.
This amount is typical for merchants selling online.
That business unit is now a stand-alone company
called Risk Ident. It sells a combination of machinelearning and rules-based software that retailers can
use to replace existing rules-based-only fraud fighting
technologies. Risk Ident proves the usefulness of its
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Frida software to new clients
by scoring a retailer’s historical
transactions, identifying
fraud missed and good
transactions rejected
by their legacy systems.
It also tests its software
concurrently with legacy systems, comparing three
months of new transactions.
Because Risk Ident’s algorithms are agnostic to
data sources imputed for evaluation, Frida software
can be used for account registration, account
utilization, account theft, and risk management in

Order Back Issues / Preview Upcoming Conferences / View Newsletter Archive

two transactions, identifying which is fraud and
which is not. Scoring takes less than a second. Once a
transaction is scored as high risk, similar transactions
get higher fraud scores.
The software can spot account takeover fraud and
advise online sellers to contact the buyer to confirm
the legitimacy of the purchase.
The Otto Group accounts for less than 20% of
Risk Ident’s annual revenue. The company expects to
expand through a strategic partnership, which will be
announced later this year.

addition to transaction fraud protection. Algorithms
can create a score for orders that request express
delivery of items. Deutsche Telekom uses Risk Ident’s

...can spot fraudsters who move
frequently, change emails, etc.

Frida software to fight fraudsters who try to receive
a free phone in the mail from the network operator,
never intending to fulfill a multiyear user contract.
Risk Ident’s Device Ident software analyzes the
Roberto Valerio is CEO at Risk Ident in Hamburg,
user’s device independently from any personal data.
Germany, 49 (40) 6094-52590, roberto@riskident.com,
Factors include geolocation, malicious IP blacklist,
www.riskident.com.
cookie identification, browser plugin
detection, OS and browser detection,
time difference detection, VPN and
proxy piercing, TCP/IP protocol
Ranked by Volume (Bil.)
Ranked by Transactions (Bil.)
analytics, and more. Personal data
$886.49
18.36 1
First Data 1
1 Chase
reviewed includes credit scores, customer
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data and purchase history, and shopping
cart contents.
Risk Ident says it can spot organized
fraudsters who move quickly from city
to city, often change the email addresses
they use, and vary the goods they try
to buy. Instead of using a relational
database, Frida presents a graph that
shows clusters of transactions that look
similar. It gives the distance between

Top U.S. Acquirers
from page 1

Based on card purchase volume
(spending at merchants), the five
largest acquirers were First Data, Chase
Commerce Solutions, Vantiv, Bank of
America, and Elavon. Card payments
they acquired totaled $3.526 trillion, up
7.0% over 2014.
Worldpay, Wells Fargo, Elavon, Global
Payments, and North American Bancard
were the acquirers ranked 6 to 10 based
on transactions processed. Collectively,
they handled 13.93 billion, up 9.0%.
Those ranked 6-10 based on purchase
volume were Wells Fargo, Global
Payments, Heartland, Worldpay, and
TransFirst. Collectively, they acquired
card payments valued at $777.50 billion,
up 10.2%.
> see p. 10
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Rankings are based on consolidated volume and transactions (all general purpose
credit and debit cards). 1 Includes business tied to contracts owned by its First Data
Merchant Services Group and First Data Independent Sales division called Ignite
Payments. Also includes merchant acquiring business tied to revenue-sharing
alliances with Citi, Santander, and SunTrust, which are effectively wholly owned
by First Data. 2 Includes its joint venture with Key Merchant Services.
3
Heartland is being sold to Global Payments. 4 TransFirst is being sold to TSYS.
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